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A Call for Vale Input
By Rob McHenry

It's a sad event when I add another member's name under the “Vale” heading. Every member
of our Corps contributed to the RASvy entity and deserves their story being told. The
unfortunate thing is that when I receive notice of a member's passing, I generally don't know
their story and can only find enough information to fill a “name, rank and serial number”
paragraph. Additionally, I am seldom lucky enough to find a photo to go with whatever words I
can cobble together.
As an organisation, we have led the world with innovative surveying, mapping and charting as
well as automated data handling and product generation techniques. Over the years, a number
of our members have played significant roles in forming the ADF's strategic policy direction and
utilisation of spatially related information and products. We have had fantastically
professional members at all levels who have been prepared to work tirelessly to achieve RASvy
goals. We should be able to make note of every member's contribution.
Accordingly, I seek your support with the provision of Corps relevant information including any
photos of RASvy people who have recently died. I am happy to play with whatever words and
images are supplied and publish people's stories in subsequent newsletters.

Coalition Recommits to Fair Indexation of Military
Superannuation Pensions
From a media release issued by the Leader of the Opposition, the Hon Tony Abbott MHR.

During a visit to Queanbeyan on 14 Mar this year, Mr Abbott recommitted the Coalition to Fair
Indexation or military superannuation pensions and signed a pledge with the Shadow Minister
for Veterans’ Affairs, Senator the Hon. Michael Ronaldson, Shadow Minister for Defence
Science, Technology and Personnel, Stuart Robert MP and Liberal candidate for Eden-Monaro,
Peter Hendy.
Amongst the usual political speak, the pledge commits that under a Coalition government,
DFRB and DFRDB superannuants aged 55 and over will have their superannuation pensions
indexed in the same way as aged and service pensions. There was also a commitment to
deliver and fund the pledge in the Coalition's first budget.

ADSO Response to the Coalition's Pledge
The following is an extract from an ADSO media statement
dated 17 March titled “A Fair Beginning for Veterans?”
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The ALLIANCE OF DEFENCE SERVICE ORGANISATIONS (ADSO) welcomes the Coalition’s written
commitment to index most military superannuation pensions fairly, should it win the next
election.
ADSO notes that the Coalition commitment is limited to superannuation pensions paid under
the old DFRB/DFRDB military superannuation schemes, not to today’s MSBS scheme, and is only
for those aged over 55 years.
While the Alliance will continue its fight to redress these and other remaining areas of
unfairness, the Coalition commitment is a most welcome beginning.

Mt Spec Shield Tree
Compiled by P Brock- V1-16 Mar 2006

Charlie Watson has sourced a number of relevant early photographs as well as the following
article compiled by P. Brock (P Brock-V1-16 Mar 2006) about a shield cut into a tree on the top
of MT Spec, North of Townsville, by 5 Fd Svy Sqn in 1942.
Mt Spec (995m) is the tallest mountain in the immediate area. During World War II it was
rumoured that the Japanese bird watching clubs that had been coming to northern Australia for
many years, had better maps of the northern coastline than the Australian defence forces. It
became essential to map these areas, particularly since many of the higher peaks were a
hazard to Australian and American aircraft returning to inland bases. Indeed planes did crash
into various peaks such as those on Hinchinbrook Island and near Mt Elliott during bad weather
when visibility was poor.
Soldiers from Australia's 5th Field Survey Company (originally called the 1st Field Survey
Company) surveyed many of Queensland's coastal peaks to establish their exact position and
height. Although aerial photography was used, aerial photos were entirely dependent on the
weather and an area under a cloud in the photo became a blank as far as surveyors were
concerned. As well, it was hard to maintain a straight-line flight, so aerial photos produced by
separate runs might overlap (which was needed to a certain extent) or leave a wide gap, which
also meant more blank areas on maps. In these cases, “ground truthing” was needed to
establish just exactly what peaks, valleys and watercourses were in these blank areas.
Without modern instruments, determining the exact position of a peak could only be done by
reaching the top of the peak and then clearing an area to sight other known positions like “trig
stations” (metal structures) that had been erected on other mountain tops. A process of
triangulation using these other reference points could then fix the actual position and height of
the new peak. The process could then be repeated using the position of the new peak as one
of the reference points for another unknown peak.
This kind of work meant that people had to get to the very top of an unmapped peak, and then
clear the area, set up survey instruments and then take the necessary readings. However,
many peaks lacked obvious tracks to the top, so people often just had to bush bash up to where
they thought the top of the peak might be. Mountains, particularly those that are heavily
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timbered, sometimes lack distinct peaks that can be clearly seen from afar, so this makes it
difficult to locate the highest point in the area. Mt Spec is one of these mountains, and indeed
if you walk westwards from the peak, it seems that a nearby area could even be as high as or
even higher than the actual peak.
Members of a survey party always said
that it was harder to make the first
climb to the top though unknown
slopes. Once at the top of a peak it was
much easier to descend and return later
to the peak, because the view from the
top let you work out the best route up
and down.
This type of survey work was called
beaconing and collectively all the
people in the group were called the
Beaconing Party. However, there were
really two groups in the Beaconing
Party. The first was the Field Party, who
would find a way to get to the top of
the peak and then clear the area for the
second group which was called the
Survey Party.
Several members of the Beaconing Party
for Mt Spec who were interviewed in
2005 and 2006 said that Mt Spec was
one of the toughest climbs they had to
do because it was so steep and the peak
was hard to find. Although the
Beaconing Party could drive part of the
way to their destination by truck, the
Photo Taken March 2003
survey equipment and the materials
needed to build a “trig station” were
awkward and heavy to carry. There was
also plenty of lawyer vine and stinging trees along the way that were waiting for the unwary.
Mt Spec was surveyed in 1942 and the members of the Field Party cleared the area around the
peak so that the Survey Party could set up their gear and take their readings. The members of
the Field Party created the shield that can still be seen today. This was not done on every peak
and no one alive at the time of writing this story was able to definitively say why the shield
was made on this peak in particular – perhaps they had a lot of time to wait for others. There
are several other shields near the main shield and no information is available about them,
however a small “bench” was usually cut into the base of a tree or a suitable buttress to use as
part of a survey. It is possible that the tree in front of the main shield with the rotted buttress
had this bench.
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Because the 5th Field Survey Company was a Queensland Company, many of its recruits were
drawn from the regional areas rather than Brisbane. Some had been fellow students at
boarding schools like Nudgee College in Brisbane, and this had already lead to lifelong
friendships. Having recruits from a rural background was fortunate because these men were
often timber workers or from properties. Their skills with axe and saw, and their physical
ability were ideal for the arduous task of scaling these peaks.
The names that could be read from the shield at the date of this document (2006) are:
Visible in 2006

Actual Name

What is known

1. Bla

Possibly Ned Blain

Father of Milton Blain who joined the unit at
Gladstone in 1942

2. Blac

Probably Bill Black

Jack of all trades from Rockhampton or Mt
Morgan. Vehicle driver

3. A Jon

A A Jones

Originally from the Airforce. Called Äck Ack
Jones” based on initials, did clerical and outside
work.

4. K Jon

Ken Jones

Father of Ack Ack Jones and Max Jones.
Originally from Tully area.

5. Trave

Ken Travers

Warrant Officer, therefore a bit older than
others in the group

6. HF Powell

Bert Powell

Very precise and neat, driver. Older brother Bob
wastermaster

7. R Walker

First name not known

Nothing known

8. J Matthews

Joe Matthews

From Julia Creek, knew lots of outback stories
eg Öne chop Usher”

9. Lowerson

First name not known

Nothing Known

10. Comerford

Ted Comerford

Very strong and nuggety – very good with an
axe, jack of all trades.

Written by Peter Brock, Townsville 2006 with kind help from Milton Blain, Jim Brock, Win Jenner, Joe Matthews,
Lloyd Twine and Pat Walsh

The following photos have been supplies by Charlie Watson:
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Fortuna Villa Finally Sold
By Rob McHenry

It took some time and appears to have caused not a little angst within the Bendigo community
but Fortuna Villa has finally been sold. An initial sale at auction conducted on 12 April fell
through and Fortuna Villa was subsequently sold to a Mr Paul Banks for the princely sum of
between $2 and $3 million.
Indications during the auction process were that the reserve price was a mere $2 million. In
the words of a local journalist, the initial auction selling price represented a “miniscule”
amount for Bendigo's most historically significant building.
Regardless of what happens with Fortuna from now on, there can be no doubt that the building
played a major role in the history of the Corps as well as the lives of many of our membership.
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From a personal point of view, I served approximately
nine years in total (between other postings) at the
Regiment. For the first 10 years in the Corps, I managed
to avoid Bendigo but from then on, it was pretty central
to my time in RASvy. I served as a Tp Officer, QM, Sqn
2ic, Sqn OC, Regt 2ic and finally as CO so it is with some
considerable fondness that I remember what was a unique
military establishment.
After so many years at the Regiment, meeting and
working with so many people and experiencing so many
interesting situations, one particularly incongruous
activity comes to mind. As the Regiment CO, I had a very
nice office complete with a Roman style structure
incorporating a small pond just outside my window.
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But what was even more bizarre was
that I was lucky enough to have an
en-suite complete with a marble
bath from the time of the original
owner - George Lansell. This was
no ordinary marble bath (if there is
such a thing) as it also featured an
overhead shower rose as well as
additional outlets at torso height.
There were many occasions after a
PT session or unit run when I happily
used George's magnificent piece of
plumbing for a shower. However,
whilst standing under the water, it
often struck me as quite a bizarre
circumstance and I couldn't help
wondering how many other unit
commanders had their own personal
marble bath.

RASvy Nominal Roll – 4th Draft
Peter Jensen has released his 4th draft of the Survey Corps Nominal Roll and advises that the
5th draft (mid-2014) will be the last before publication of the roll prior to the Corp's centenary
on 1 Jul 2015.
Peter hopes to include a biographical sketch (background, service, post-service) of members of
the Corps when it was founded and perhaps those in Survey Sect RAE (P) 1910-1915 as that
would complete the picture of the men behind the establishment of the Corps.
Peter seeks comment on the roll by end 2013 and would also welcome comments on what
might be included in the preamble to the roll.
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Tall Tales & True
OPERATION MIZMAZE – by Greg Tolcher
Operation MIZMAZE 85 was a survey operation to acquire supplementary ground control points
for 1:50,000 topographic mapping of the Kimberley region of Western Australia. The task
involved upgrading data for various existing survey points and creating a number of new points.
The operation was conducted from July to September 1985 and involved about 30 RASvy troops,
about five or so other Corps troops in support, two Kiowa helicopters, one Queen Air fixed wing
aircraft, flown in by Megsie, and a number of vehicles.
Deployment was achieved in two ways: road and air. With the exception of three Landrover
soft-skinned 4WD vehicles and trailers, the main party drove by convoy to Mitchell Plateau, the
first base of four base locations (later Wyndham, Halls Creek and Broome). The three remaining
vehicles and trailers were deployed by C130 Hercules from the Pearce Air Force base. This
arrangement was undertaken in order to provide preparatory training for a possible operation
in Malaysia in 1986, which, alas, was not to be!
Time at Pearce brought two interesting moments...
The first was the Commander 5th Military District, BRIG Townley’s, military display. A Leopard
tank was transported across from Puckapunyal, no doubt with its own logistic story. SASR troops
were assigned to skydive for an inspired audience and a Landrover was strapped to honeycomb
packaging in readiness for an air drop from a C130. Separately, for OP MIZMAZE 85, three
sorties over three days were arranged to deploy remaining vehicles to Mitchell Plateau. Sortie
One went fine. Sortie Two arrived at Mitchell Plateau okay: however, one engine failed on the
return trip. No problem for the Air Force: they ordered in a spare engine express from
Richmond with a likely lead time of several days: terrific.
In wonderful military correctness, the Air Force mission planners approached me and provided
a situation report and a plan of action. They had diligently noted that RASvy was running an
operation with a status superior to that of a military exercise. Accordingly, they had cancelled
their commitment to the Commander’s military display and reassigned BRIG Townsley’s C130 to
the Survey operation. As I admired the cam-painted, ready to go Herc, I pondered, just for a
moment, the repercussions of agreeing to take the Commander’s display aircraft on the
premise of operational priority. Indulgence over, I suggested that perhaps they could revert to
the original plan and fly the last survey sortie the next day. They even checked that I was sure
this was the best option. From a career perspective, I was very sure that it was! BRIG Townsley
never found out and I was free to move onto other trouble another day!
The second interesting moment came on that unexpected lay day in between sorties as I
wasted away time in the Movements building, wondering how events were unfolding at Mitchell
Plateau. Suddenly, two invasive and massive bangs passed right through the shameful old
wooden building, rattling my shocked skeleton more than the building’s dated frame. “Great!”
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the Movements staff cried out “they’re here”. Not in tune with pilot behaviour, and trying to
look unfazed, I was enlightened to learn that the first FA-18 Hornets to visit Western Australia
had arrived, the pilots indulging in a beat-up of the base. Later, in the Officers’ Mess, I learned
all about pilot egos!
After that historical interlude and some feedback about how well the Commander’s military
display went, his C130 was reloaded with its survey consignment and we started the long,
boring flight to Mitchell Plateau. When ‘Tail-End Charlie’ finally arrived, I quickly discovered
that we were the only civilisation at Mitchell Plateau, save a house down the road that doubled
as a weather station. Given that this was my first survey operation, I attached training wheels
to my bull-dust covered boots, and underwent some very fast learning from CAPT Rob McHenry,
there to ensure everything got going okay.
At one point of the operation in
the Mitchell Plateau area, we
went to a nearby location to
establish a survey point only to
discover too many trees fell
within the geoceiver tolerance
elevation of 15 degrees. We had
the options of cutting down
multiple trees (something I am
sure never arose for any other
survey op) or raising the antenna
to a higher elevation. In that
moment, I realised it was a
shame that WO1 Stevo Hinic’s
lesson on raising the survey drum
mast wasn’t supported by having
this kit at hand: damn, so much
for having that lesson. Not put off
by this inconvenience, we opted
to see if we could discover
another means to raise the
antenna, eventually discovering a
tree that offered potential. With
due consideration of
conservation, workplace health
and safety, and legal obligations
(don’t believe it for a moment),
we decided that one upright
branch presented the answer, as
evidenced by the accompanying
photo. How I came to climb the
tree, I’m not sure. On reflection,
it may have been the Survey
Technician’s equivalent of the
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Lithographer’s “hot ink’ trick and I just got caught twice (good enough explanation). The tree
was scaled, the upright off-shoot was trimmed, the tripod strapped to the stump and the
geoceiver antenna very carefully raised into position, mindful of the rods that radiated out on
two planes. Remembering back to gaps in university studies when troops at 1 Field Survey
Squadron tutored me in “reduction to centre” theory and 64 kb (might have been 16 kb)
calculator programming, this experience put the theory into practice. The reference point on
the antenna in all its ‘greenie’ glory was surveyed back to the new survey mark planted in the
traditional manner beneath our masterpiece, and no other trees were harmed in the success of
our mission.
Then there is the story about hungry crocodiles all too close to another new survey mark
location on a mud pimple, and surveyors being issued with a Self Loading Rifle (SLR), complete
with live rounds! On second thought, I think Rob has already told that story? More about that
wonderful part of our country another day!
Best regards to all of you: even those who perpetrated hot ink tricks (never to be trusted
again).

Vale
DESMOND (DES) ROY MOORE
From Magna Carto

VP31949 / 31066 WO1
Desmond Roy Moore (Des)
passed away on 11
September 2012 in Perth
after a long battle with
cancer. He served in the
Survey Corps from 26 Mar
1946 – 23 Sep 1964.
Des Moore with Marg Taylor,
Hillary Campbell (nee Clarkson)
and Barbara BatesBrownsword (nee Hawkins)

From Hazel Moore :- Des often asked that I should let you know when he died so that any old
friends and comrades who remember him should know. Des was always so proud to have been
in Survey and I think they were some of his most fulfilling and happy years. He thought he may
have been the youngest RSM in the Army having taken the post at only 24 (although the Army
thought he was 2 years older!) He may also have been Fortuna's longest serving RSM as he was
there for 12 years. No doubt all this is in your records anyhow. He was 85 years old and has
been very ill for some years but always kept his great wit and his artistic abilities.
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As his second wife, we were together for 22 years and spent many of them travelling in our old
Coaster bus, mostly between Perth and Cooktown where we met. He has 3 grown daughters
from his first marriage. As you can imagine it all seems very surreal to me at present but I am
anxious to write this as it was his wish. In a typical Des way, he has bequeathed his body to the
University for research. He said he thought" he’d been such a good customer to the medical
profession in the past that they may as well try to learn something from him!"
Des Moore was CSM from 1953 until 1955 when the Cartographic Unit became AHQ Survey
Regiment. He held the position of Regimental Sergeant Major for the next eight years until
1963. Des was the PMC of the Sergeants’ Mess from 1957-62. With that sort of contribution to
the Survey Corps it is understandable that he features significantly in the “Mapmakers of
Fortuna” history by Valerie Lovejoy.
“Fortuna soldiers were pretty ragtag and bobtail as far as a military establishment went, but
they were efficient at their mapping.” - Des Moore.
WALTER (WALLY) LESLIE MOONEY
34785 Walter Leslie Mooney passed away on 14th May 2013. According to the RASvy Corps
Nominal Roll, Wally served from 2 Dec 1952 to 24 Dec 1970. He ran the OR's Tavern at the
Regiment for many years.
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Photo Gallery

Photos, old and new, related to RASvy Corps activities.

Dr Gary (Blue) Hunter has hit on a great way to advertise his connection with the Royal
Australian Survey Corps..... a personalised number plate. The plate even has a purple
background!
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From Brian Mead - Course photo @ SMS circa March 1975.
Pictured with Indonesian (Photogrammetry) Students: L-R Sgt Chris Parkinson, S/Sgt Brian Mead
and WO2 Joe O’Conner. CO of the SMS at this time was Lt Col NRJ Hillier, with Maj J Corless as
the Chief Instructor.

